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Abstract—Information-centric networking (ICN) is expected as a novel network architecture for content delivery services. In ICN, content routers (CRs) with a cache function store a chunk received from upstream CRs or servers. Therefore, clients can retrieve distributed chunks from multiple nodes simultaneously. However, it will cause heavy congestion due to competition of multiple flows in a network as well as long time to acquire content. In this study, we propose an efficient congestion control scheme to retrieve distributed chunks from multiple nodes in ICN. This scheme aggregates competing flows and then allocates an adequate transmission rate to the aggregated flows. We show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme through simulation evaluations.

Index Terms—ICN (Information Centric Networking), Congestion control, Flow aggregation

I. INTRODUCTION

Information-centric networking (ICN) is expected as a new paradigm for content delivery services. In ICN, content routers (CRs) with a cache function store a part of content (called chunk) received from upstream CRs or servers. Each CR sends requested chunks back to clients instead of servers if they are stored in its cache storage [1]. Namely, clients can retrieve distributed chunks from multiple nodes simultaneously. However, it will cause heavy congestion due to competition of multiple flows in a network as well as long time to acquire content when TCP is commonly employed as a reliable transmission protocol.

Several studies on congestion control algorithms for efficient content delivery in ICN have been reported [2]–[4]. In [2], a receiver-based congestion control algorithm called Remote Adaptive Active Queue Management (RAAQM) has been proposed. This algorithm adjusts window size of each flow based on estimated information (e.g., difference between minimum and maximum round-trip times). A congestion control algorithm proposed in [3] identifies a transmission path by using tag information (e.g., path label), and then adjusts window size of each flow to individual path characteristics. The main drawback of these algorithms is difficult adaptation to network condition fluctuations due to their reactive manner.

As an application-specific control, a coordinated video transport protocol in smart camera networks has been proposed [4], which consolidates correlated videos and performs coverage-aware bandwidth allocation.

In this study, we propose an efficient congestion control scheme with a proactive manner to retrieve various kinds of distributed chunks in ICN. This scheme aggregates competing flows generated to acquire a content item, and then allocates an adequate transmission rate to each aggregated flow to retrieve distributed chunks in a network. We show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme through simulation evaluations.

II. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this study, we propose an efficient congestion control scheme to aggregate competing flows and retrieve distributed chunks without competition in ICN. Under this scheme, each CR measures the number of competing flows on its link and then calculates a transmission rate allocated to each flow as shown in Fig. 1. The number of flows is updated when CRs receive request (REQ) or FIN packets. The allocated transmission rate is calculated by dividing link bandwidth by the number of flows. It is notified to source nodes by added to REQ or ACK packets. When the FIN packets are received, i.e., the allocated transmission rate of each flow will increase, the source nodes can adapt it immediately. On the other hand, when the REQ packets are received, i.e., the allocated transmission rates of each flow will decrease, network congestion may occur if new flows start at the allocated transmission rate immediately.

To prevent the congestion, we consider three ways to adjust a transmission rate for a new flow: Step, SlowStart, and Wait methods. The Step method immediately adjusts the transmission rate to the allocated one. The SlowStart method exponentially increases the transmission rate up to the allocated one like TCP’s slow-start algorithm. The Wait method keeps REQ packets waiting on CRs until the allocated transmission rate for new flow will be available by the reduction of the allocated transmission rate for existing flows. Note that it adjusts the transmission rate in the same way as the Step method.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To investigate the efficiency of our scheme in ICN, we evaluated it after its implementation through simulation using Network Simulator ns-3 [5]. Figure 2 shows the simulation topology. In this simulation, three clients first begin to send a request packet toward servers. At 0.5 seconds after the simulation starts, the other three clients begin to send a request packet...
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packet toward servers. The propagation delay time of links between CRs and servers is set to a uniform random number which ranges from 2 to 30 ms, while that of other links is set to 5 ms. The bandwidth of all links is set to 100 Mb/s. Other simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1. We compare the performance of proposed schemes (Step, SlowStart, and Wait) with that of conventional scheme (original ICN) by focusing on average content acquisition time for all clients.

Figure 3 shows the total content acquisition time for all clients of the proposed and conventional schemes, when the propagation delay time of links between CRs and servers varies from 2 to 30 ms. From Fig. 3, the proposed schemes achieve shorter content acquisition time than the conventional scheme when the delay time is large. In particular, the Wait scheme achieves the shortest content acquisition time among them regardless of the delay time. This is because the proposed schemes can allocate an adequate transmission rate to each flow. Furthermore, the Wait scheme can prevent retransmissions as well as achieve high transmission efficiency by the effect of waiting function to avoid congestion.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed an efficient congestion control scheme to retrieve distributed chunks in ICN. Through simulation evaluations, we have indicated that the proposed scheme can improve content acquisition time by the effect of rate allocation and waiting functions. In our future work, we will evaluate the characteristics of our scheme in detail in more practical environment.
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